Possible anisotropic s--f hybridization in a cubic heavy-fermion compound: CeIn1Sn2.
Polarized neutron scattering measurements on a single crystal of composition CeIn1Sn2 show a broad, single-ion, spectral response centered on a characteristic energy of approximately 9+/-1 meV at the zone boundary point (0 0 1.5). The zone center spectral response is closely similar in form but has a slightly reduced amplitude, smaller by some 20%. Constant-omega scans show that these intensity modulations, of amplitude approximately 10%, resembling intersite antiferromagnetic correlations, are superimposed on a mean variation that follows the Ce3+, 4f;{1}, single-ion form factor, and are tentatively attributed to q-dependent hybridization of the localized 4f state with the conduction electrons.